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PRESENTATION & MEETING SKILLS
Every Business Challenge is a Communication Challenge
Since 1969, Communispond has helped over 800,000 professionals improve their communication skills for
meeting, management, and organizational effectiveness. Communispond has remained the market leader in
communication training by teaching skills and actual behaviors with highly individualized instruction.

High-Performance Communication
Your business is a unique mix of people, products, customers, markets, suppliers, physical assets—and challenges.
Communispond can help your company meet the communication challenges posed in situations such as:
Launching a Product. Your people need to position and represent the product, showing customers how it
meets their needs.
Delivering Difficult News. A bad quarter, a layoff, a reduction in benefits, a merger—these events
require framing the message carefully and delivering it credibly.
Developing Leaders. The next generation of leaders must have the ability to communicate with
confidence and clarity—and they need to learn these skills quickly.
Building Investor Confidence. A clear, consistent message delivered by every level of your organization
must go along with your company’s financial performance.
Let Communispond show you the benefits of high-performance communication!

PROGRAMS
• Executive Presentation Skills®
• Executive Presentation Skills® - Part 2
• EPS Anywhere™
• Delivering Memorable Presentations™
• Creating Memorable Presentations™
• Virtual Presentation Skills™
• Mastering Interpersonal Communication™
• Persuasive Dialogue™
• Communicating Business Value™
• Virtual Meeting Skills™
• Booher Making Meeting Minutes Matter™
• Booher Meetings (Leading and Participating Productively)™

BOOHER
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PROGRAM SUMMARIES
Executive Presentation Skills®
(2 days) Charisma. Presence. Persuasiveness. These
are almost indefinable qualities that seem to radiate
magically from an effective public speaker. For
centuries, philosophers have discussed exactly what
these qualities are.
But you don’t need to worry about whether you have
them because you can learn the behaviors that
create them. That’s the concept at the core of
Executive Presentation Skills®. Forget the philosophy.
When you demonstrate the behaviors of an effective
public speaker, you are an effective public speaker.
In our two-day program, you will learn both how to
organize a presentation persuasively, and how to
deliver to move an audience—large or small.

Executive Presentation Skills® – Part 2
(1 day) Your mastery of the measured gesture, the
controlled posture, the confident voice, and the
additional skills you have gained through Executive
Presentations Skills® have made you an effective
presenter. But in today’s complex business world, the
number and variety of presentations you may be
called upon to deliver are endless. Executive
Presentation Skills® – Part 2 helps you refine your
presentation skills, and then builds on them so you
can handle new or unexpected situations. In this
one-day program, you will take your presentation
skills to the next level and prepare yourself to deliver
messages in new situations, some that you may never
have dreamed you could handle.
Prerequisite: Executive Presentations Skills®

EPS Anywhere™
(Three 3.5-hour virtual sessions) This program is the
virtual, but still instructor-led, version of Executive
Presentation Skills®. The class is capped at 12
participants, so everyone can be thoroughly coached
in real time and recorded via their webcam for
playback and review. EPS Anywhere™ is a great
solution for teams located in various geographic

locations, or for teams that want to save on travel
time and money.

Communicating Business Value™
(Two 2.5-hour virtual sessions) This program is
aimed at people who need to communicate the value
of their business to external and internal customers.
Participants will learn how to clearly and effectively
communicate business value using a six-step process.
The use of the six-step process will enable
participants to win new customers and close more
sales. The class is capped at 14 participants.

Delivering Memorable Presentations™
(1 day) Do you envy the presenters who deliver their
messages with authority and confidence? Do you
think those people are born with that talent? Those
are learned skills, and you, too, can acquire them.
What you learn in this program will enable you to
make a powerful impact on your listeners every time
you are in front of a group.

Creating Memorable Presentations™
(1 day) A memorable presentation demonstrates the
clear thinking and organizational skills of its creator.
Don’t think that’s you? You’ll be pleasantly surprised
to discover it can be. During our one-day Creating
Memorable Presentations™ program, you will learn
simple techniques that will enable you to translate
your ideas and put together a presentation that will
have maximum impact.

Virtual Presentation Skills™
(One 120-minute session & one small group
90-minute session) In today’s world, almost everyone
has attended a web-based presentation. So, people
who know how to present effectively in a virtual
environment have a serious competitive advantage
over those who don’t. Keeping an audience
interested and engaged when you’re not face-to-face
with them is not magic. It’s a set of skills that we can
teach you.
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PROGRAM SUMMARIES
Mastering Interpersonal Communication™

Booher Making Meeting Minutes Matter™

(1 day) The modern world’s emphasis on
self-expression often means that much of what
passes for communication is simply someone stating
their own opinion. Or worse yet, an argument. While
it may be entertaining, it’s rarely productive. True
communication occurs when people work together
to achieve clarity, whether their goal is to exchange
information, generate ideas, or resolve a problem.

(1/2 day) Tired of reading meeting minutes that
confuse rather than clarify? Exasperated about meeting
minutes that give a blow-by-blow synopsis of what was
said, but not what was decided and who should do what
before the next meeting? This course will present
techniques to capture salient points in a discussion; to
condense those points into concise, yet comprehensive,
summaries of the issues; and to capture accompanying
action items. Participants will practice these techniques
during two simulated meetings.

In a single, intensive day, you’ll learn to use a six-step
model for achieving your communication goals
through productive dialogue.
Designed for first line managers and individual
contributors.

Persuasive Dialogue®
(2 days) In any organization, there are always
a few people who seem to influence everyone else,
independent of job title, position, or authority. These
are the influential people with a knack for persuasion.
But what do these people do that makes them
persuasive? Successful persuaders are those who
understand the viewpoints of others and then use
that information to clearly present their own. You can
master these and other skills that will make you both
persuasive and influential. In two intensive days, you’ll
learn to use a six-step dialogue process to
comfortably and effectively persuade others.

Booher Meetings (Leading and Participating
Productively)™
(1 or 2 days) This course provides an opportunity for
participants to recover time often wasted in
nonproductive meetings. Participants will identify the
roles of a facilitator/leader, understand group
dynamics, determine efficient methods of information
exchange, practice techniques for expressing and
evaluating ideas in a group setting, and learn
techniques for coping with difficult meeting
participants.

Virtual Meeting Skills™
(Two 90-minute sessions) The success of an
organization hinges on the success and productivity
of meetings. With the growing number of meetings
being held virtually comes the importance of
knowing how to run effective virtual meetings. This
program will teach you the best way to plan for
successful virtual meetings. We’ll also spend half of
the program on how to effectively lead a virtual
meeting, because we all know that leading a virtual
meeting brings its own set of unique challenges.
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LEADERSHIP SKILLS
When you have strong leaders, you have a strong company.
Communispond offers a series of interrelated workshops designed to develop a leader’s understanding of the
impact that different management styles have on team performance and strengthen abilities to diagnose causes of
non-performance, take action to improve results, conduct successful individual and team coaching and
development, and more effectively communicate in workplace conversations and formal performance assessment
reviews.
The “one size fits all” approach to performance coaching and feedback fits no one well and everyone poorly.
Research confirms that performance coaching must vary with the individual and the situation in order to maximize
performance levels and maintain strong manager/employee relationships. Coaching is the most critical activity for
managers and supervisors to get a return on the investment of their time and influence—the two resources they
have for managing the performance of others. The quality of this influence is dependent on the ability of the
manager to be flexible in the way they coach performance, and that’s where Communispond comes in.

15 %
20
- to -

of the variance in a
company’s performance
comes down to leadership1

37

%

PROGRAMS
• Permission to Manage™
• Coaching for Performance™

• Coaching for Performance™ - Applications Lab
• Coaching Communication Skills™
• Coaching Communication Skills™ - Applications Lab

1
2

Source: Institute for Strategic Change, Harvard Business School – Odgers, Ray & Berndston
Source: Inc.com, 7 Habits of Remarkably Successful Leaders – Peter Economy

have left jobs
due to bad
leadership2

PROGRAM SUMMARIES
Permission to Manage™
(1 day) Influencing the discretionary effort and
loyalty of employees is highly dependent on the
leadership and performance management skills of
supervisors and managers. This requires a proactive
strategy for exercising performance management
practices. Today, many employees suffer from
unclear expectations, vague priorities, inconsistent
feedback and performance monitoring, unclear and
unspecific direction, and untimely and ineffective
correction for performance errors. With the popular,
but misguided, approach of avoiding
micromanagement allegations and being an
‘empowering’ manager, employees often receive a
‘hands-off’ approach. This interactive program
provides critical skills for implementing routine
tactics for managing performance. Participants learn
to put structure into their management practices and
put seven pragmatic principles for effective
performance management and execution into play in
their daily routine.

Coaching for Performance™
(1 day) Coaching is the most critical activity for
managers and supervisors to get a return on the
investment of their time and influence—the two
resources they have for managing the performance
of others. The quality of this influence is dependent
on the ability of the manager to be flexible in the way
they coach performance. This challenging and highly
engaging program includes personal assessments,
case studies, coaching simulations, and performance
diagnostic activities. This innovative program is
powerful and pragmatic and based on a simple
model of how to adapt coaching behavior—why and
when! Coaching for Performance™ teaches a process
that organizes behavioral choices into a tactical
model for effective performance coaching and
provides a framework that recognizes employee
performance differences, instructing managers on
how best to adapt their behavior accordingly.
Without mastery of the influencing behavioral
paradoxes, managers are left with “reactive”
approaches to performance management.

Coaching for Performance™
- Application Lab

(1/2 day) The Coaching for Performance™
- Application Lab is designed for participants who
have previously completed the Coaching for
Performance™ program. This session consists of three
major components. The first portion of the day will
provide an in-depth review of the key concepts and
models that provide the foundation for effective
performance diagnosis and alignment of coaching
styles. The middle portion of the day will have a
series of interactive case studies during which the
participants will have to practice their skills and apply
the competencies that create effective performance
coaching. The third portion will use an “Action
Learning” process, having participants use current or
anticipated specific situations with their employees.
During this session, participants will action plan and
practice how they will apply the skills and tools they
have mastered to address on-the-job situations.
Prerequisite: Coaching for Performance™

Coaching Communication Skills™
(1 day) This program engages managers in an
activity-based session that will develop their
interpersonal communication skills and provide a
framework for holding effective performance and
workplace conversations. It will enable managers to
keep problem performance discussions focused on
the performance problem, maintain control of the
discussion, and require future focused performance
commitments from the employee. Participants will
learn a framework for handling problem performance
interventions that will be reliable and replicable and
provide a higher return on their time and
influence—the two resources they have to invest in
their employees.
Prerequisite: Coaching for Performance™

BOOHER
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PROGRAM SUMMARIES
Coaching Communication Skills™
- Application Lab

(1/2 day) The Coaching Communications Skills™
- Application Lab is designed for participants who
have previously completed the Coaching
Communications Skills™ program. This session
consists of three major components. The first portion
of the day will provide an in-depth review of the key
concepts and models that provide the foundation for
effective workplace discussions. The middle portion
of the day will have a series of interactive case
studies during which the participants will have to
practice their skills and apply the competencies that
create effective performance management
conversations. The third portion will use an “Action
Learning” process, having participants use current or
anticipated specific situations with their employees.
During this session participants will action plan and
practice how they will apply the skills and tools they
have mastered to address on-the-job situations.
Prerequisite: Coaching Communications Skills™
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SALES SKILLS
All of Communispond’s sales performance solutions stem from Socratic Selling Skills®. With Socratic Selling Skills®,
salespeople learn how to ask the right questions of customers and leverage the answers to sell with power and flair.
Working on their own sales accounts, learners apply new ways to plan high-potential sales calls, initiate dialogue,
uncover needs, handle objections, remove barriers, and close the sale by solidifying customer relationships.
Frequent video-recorded rehearsals allow peers and the instructor to offer supportive advice as sales skills are
refined.
Our sales programs will support the following business outcomes within your sales organization:
• Greater ease in all sales interactions.
• Increased close rates.
• Deeper customer relationships that insulate against economic downturns, competition, and personnel changes.
• Reduced cost of selling.
• Improved sales force morale.
• Reduced costs for turnover and recruiting.

Do you use Salesforce® as your CRM?

Socratic Selling Skills® can be customized to integrate with your sales process by working with our solutions experts
to create alignment between the steps of the Socratic Selling Process and the stages in your organization’s sales
cycle. We can take the core philosophy of how sales are built, driven, and recorded in Salesforce and carefully
blend it with key selling skills.

Are sales presentation skills your biggest challenge? We have you covered, too.
By working on a key future presentation, individuals analyze their audience, consider client variables, develop
visuals, work with handouts, repeatedly rehearse, observe themselves on video, and receive useful advice from
peers and individual coaching from the instructor. Individuals leave the workshop with dramatically improved skills
and an actual presentation, including needed support materials.

PROGRAMS
•
•
•
•

Socratic Selling Skills®
Sales Presentation Skills™
Sales Presentation Skills Anywhere™
Selling By Phone™

BOOHER
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PROGRAM SUMMARIES
Socratic Selling Skills®

Sales Presentation Skills Anywhere™

(2 days) In any organization, there are always a small
number of salespeople who do most of the selling.
They are the stars, and they seem to have been born
to sell.

(Three 3.5-hour virtual sessions) This program is the
virtual, but still instructor-led, version of Sales
Presentation Skills™. The class is capped at 12
participants, so everyone can be thoroughly coached
in real time and recorded via their webcam for
playback and review. Sales Presentation Skills
Anywhere™ is a great solution for remote sales teams
or for teams that want to save on travel time and
money.

But you don’t have to be a natural-born salesperson
if you simply master the behaviors of one. What are
those behaviors? Successful salespeople focus every
interaction with a customer on learning more about
that customer and his or her needs. If you learn how
to ask the right questions and listen to the answers,
you can position your products and services
successfully. And then you will become a sales star,
too.
In this two-day program, you will learn to plan a sales
call, open a dialogue, uncover your customer’s needs,
handle objections, resolve issues standing in the way
of a sale, and close and solidify business relationships.

Sales Presentation Skills™
(2 days) There comes a time in the formation of a
sales relationship when you have learned as much as
you can about the customer's needs and motivations,
and you have applied your most imaginative thinking
to connect the customer's needs with your product.

Selling By Phone™
(2 days) This program is based on our popular
Socratic Selling Skills® course. A dialogue limited to
the phone restricts a salesperson’s ability to read
customer reactions and spot buying signals. It also
makes it very challenging to keep the customer’s
attention. But many of the challenges disappear if
you know how to engage the customer in sincere
dialogue about their needs. That’s the idea behind
Selling By Phone™. If you know how to get a
customer’s attention and focus on his or her needs
through the Socratic process, the sale is inevitable. In
our two-day program, you will learn to get a
prospect’s attention, verify that you have a
decision-maker, focus on his or her needs, and
negotiate a sale.

That's when you need to stand before the customer's
purchasing committee or the key purchasing
individual and present your proposal. It is when you
explain to your audience how your product creates a
compelling benefit and has exceptional value for
their organization. That is when your company and
your product depend on your credibility, your
authority, and your grace under pressure. Make no
mistake, sales are made as a result of the presentation
of the proposal, as well as on the proposal itself. A
great proposal can be destroyed by a poor
presentation.

BOOHER
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WRITING SKILLS
How many times have you read and re-read an email, and you still couldn't determine the writer's main point? Or,
how often do you read an internal report and have no idea how you or your team should respond?
It is estimated that bad writing costs businesses nearly $400 billion every year. That is why Communispond
acquired Booher Consultants in August of 2017. Booher has over 30 years of experience helping customers
improve their writing, interpersonal communications, and presentation skills. The decision to acquire Booher was
strategic, as we were looking for a company that shared our same learning methods—teaching skills and actual
behaviors with highly individualized and interactive instruction.
Fortunately, unlike many challenges facing businesses today, the lack of writing skills is easily solvable. At
Communispond, we work with our clients on a regular basis to help improve their employees’ written
communication skills.

89

%

%

of survey respondents said that a
poorly written email would cause
them to reconsider their decision
to work with that sender or buy
from that person’s organization1

PROGRAMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

25

of survey respondents
reported that a poorly
written email lessened the
credibility of the sender and
the sender’s organization1

Booher Strategic Writing®
Booher Technical Writing™
Booher Business Writing for Support Staff™
Booher Email Matters®
Booher Strategic Sales Writing®
Booher Managing the Writing Process™
Booher Good Grief, Good Grammar™

Source: Survey commissioned by Booher Research Institute and conducted in 2018 by The University of Northern Colorado’s Social Research Lab.
UNC surveyed 311 workers nationwide, from 30 different organizations.
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PROGRAM SUMMARIES
Booher Strategic Writing®

Booher Strategic Sales Writing®

(2 days) This course leads participants through the
thinking process behind writing clear messages and
business documents. Using our strategic writing training
process and proprietary document models, writers will
improve their personal and corporate productivity,
achieve intended results, improve clarity, and present
the appropriate image to clients, colleagues, and the
public. Participants bring their on-the-job writing
samples to class for immediate application of the
principles learned.

(2 days) This course focuses on customer emails, sales
letters, and sales proposals. Participants will learn how
to write letters or emails to build goodwill, respond to
inquiries, issue apologies, introduce new products or
services, and announce new rates or policies. Whatever
the writing tasks, salespeople will improve their
effectiveness, close more sales, and reduce their
paperwork time.

Booher Technical Writing™
(2 to 3 days) Technical writers learn five basic steps to
compose effective reports, proposals, and manuals. The
length of this course varies depending on the
complexity and length of the documents that course
participants write on the job and the client’s objectives
for specific writing tasks.

Booher Business Writing for Support Staff™
(2 days) This course prepares participants to compose
“routine” emails, letters, memos, and to edit those of
their supervisors. Additionally, participants learn to
select appropriate formats for letters, memos, and
longer documents, including the most effective use of
headings, lists, charts, and graphs. Finally, the business
writing workshop focuses on skills in editing for
conciseness, clarity, style, and grammar.

Booher Managing the Writing Process™
(1/2 or 1 day) This course is designed for senior
executives who manage the writing of others who have
taken Booher Strategic Writing®, Booher Technical
Writing™, or Booher Business Writing for Support
Staff™. Topics include an overview of the five-step
writing process, how-tos for delegating writing projects
to subordinates, and tips on eliminating excessive
paperwork within the organization while improving
information flow.

Booher Good Grief, Good Grammar™
(2 or 3 days) Participants will review the parts of
speech, major and minor sentence elements, and
sentence patterns. They will also learn how to identify
and correct the most common grammar errors.

Booher Email Matters®
(1 day) Do your employees waste their own time and
that of others with rambling, incomplete, or unclear
email messages? If so, this course will provide tips and
techniques to save your organization time on both the
sending and receiving end of communication.
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EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATION COACHING
Communispond is pleased to provide one-on-one coaching in business communication skills to individuals within
our client companies. Each coaching assignment is highly personalized based on the requirements of the individual
and the organization, as well as the interaction between the participant and the assigned coach.

BUSINESS OUTCOMES
• Greater overall communication effectiveness.
• Clear articulation of corporate strategy, mission, vision, values, and other key messages.
• Greater commitment and energy in the audience for key messages.
• Enhanced brand perception in the marketplace.
• Succinct written and oral messages that do not put the organization at risk.
• Enhanced credibility for the executive and organization.
• Successful weathering of an organizational crisis.
• Increased public and stakeholder understanding of organizational events and circumstances.

3

Three- or Six-Session Engagement Process

6

Each coaching assignment is highly specialized according to the requirements of the individual and the
organization, as well as the interaction between the executive and the assigned coach.

Our Three-Session coaching engagement
consists of up to three half-day sessions,
plus email and phone access contact.

Our Six-Session coaching engagement
consists of up to six half-day face-to-face
sessions, plus phone and email contact.

BOOHER
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1
2
3

Both coaching engagements involve the following 3-step coaching process:
Interviewing, Planning, and Needs Analysis – Coaching starts with as-needed interviews of the
participant, the participant’s manager, an HR professional, and any other individual identified by the
company. These interviews can take place in person or by phone. The participant and the coach
define opportunities for change and select the highest-priority areas for further support and
development. They agree upon the role of the coach, boundaries, meeting requirements, meeting
times, frequency of contact, and confidentiality.
Implementation – Through meetings, calls, emails, practice, and feedback, the desired behaviors
and goals are achieved. Video recording is a key part of every meeting. Communispond coaches are
experts in areas such as image, presentation skills, communication style, and executive presence.
Closure – At the end of three or six sessions, results are compared with established objectives.
Closure communications are conducted with human resources and the participant’s manager, if
required. The coach and individual will establish a continual learning process that the participant can
follow, which will include identification of other areas for improvement.

Full-Day or Half-Day Sessions
Our Executive Communication Coaching full- and half-day sessions are tailored to the participant’s goals,
objectives, and learning needs, in addition to realistic expectations for what can be accomplished in a defined time
frame. After initial calls with both the participant and others in the organization (participant’s manager, HR, etc.),
we:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acknowledge current skill levels.
Identify areas for personal improvement.
Provide hands-on coaching.
Use real-world situations as the basis for all practice.
Record multiple videos that are reviewed after each practice.
Provide role-modeling for all skills being coached.
Establish retention objectives and specific follow-on steps.

We assign one of our senior coaches to work one-on-one with the participant. Our coaches have worked in
business settings, and many have held executive positions during their careers. They have been through
Communispond’s rigorous certification process and are highly successful at bringing about significant individual
changes.

Highly Customizable
This premium service offers key associates one-to-one coaching in any of Communispond’s specialties. Individual
sessions are tailored to each associate’s needs and position requirements.
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